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The Toyota TradePro programme,

launched last year, continues to prove

successful with plans now in place to expand

both the geographical coverage and the

range of products featured. The programme

provides garages and bodyshops with fast

and effective access to competitively priced

genuine Toyota replacement parts and was

initially offered through dealers in Dublin

and the surrounding counties. 

Glenn O’Reilly, Toyota Aftersales

Commercial Manager, comments, “The

reaction from garages and bodyshops

continues to be very positive. We have seen

many motor trade businesses re-engage with

their local Toyota Dealership parts

department and they are doing increasing

level of business.”

Glenn says there are two main reasons

why increasing

numbers of

garages are

utilising the

TradePro

service. He

points out,

“Our dealer

parts teams

have expert in

depth

knowledge of

Toyota parts

and so can

make sure that the right parts are always

identified and supplied. Mechanics also like

the peace of mind of knowing that these are

genuine Toyota parts that will be a perfect fit

and match to the original quality component

on the vehicle. Added to this, many have

been pleasantly surprised by the parts prices

which offer excellent all round value.”

The TradePro programme covers; service

kits, clutch kits, brake pads and discs, shock

absorbers, batteries and service consumables

and this coverage will be expanded further

to other product groups in the coming

months.  The programme also includes

regular special offers, promotions and

giveaways to provide a further positive for

buyers.

Glenn also says that the programme will

be widened to other areas of Ireland shortly.

Question: We have a customer with a

2015 Lexus NX 200, who is

complaining that they have a

hesitation when accelerating above

3000 rpm. There are no trouble codes

stored in the ECM fault memory. We

have experienced the hesitation on

road test but have not been able to

locate the fault in the workshop. Can

you help?

Answer: Yes, this fault affects several

Lexus models with 8AR-FTS engine code up to

12/16. The fault is due to an unsatisfactory

design of the turbocharger (TC) wastegate

regulating valve. Inspect the production number

on the TC wastegate regulating valve (see

figure1.1) - if the production number is before

16 T 217, replace the TC wastegate regulating

valve with a modified version available from

Lexus parts department. Carry out a road test to

confirm fault

has been

rectified. 

Toyota to grow TradePro programme 

Lexus NX: Hesitation when accelerating
above 3000 rpm

The new Sealey Vehicle Service

Promotion begins on February 1st and

runs until May 31st.  The 48 page

promotion features hundreds of products

specifically for automotive servicing with

discounts of up to 55%.

This promotion features many new

products, one of which is Sealey’s VS558,

550ml Fluid Transfer/Inspection Syringe.

This new multipurpose syringe has Viton

seals and is ideal for the transfer of oils or

fluids to and from vehicle components such

as gearboxes and differentials. The dual

feature allows fluid to be extracted on the

pull stroke and expelled on the push stroke.  

Also inside the promotion is Sealey’s

new VS0275, Brake Fluid Boil Tester, which

adopts the approved method of testing the

water content of brake fluid, by measuring

the boiling point of the fluid.

A new range of Borescopes is also

featured in the promotion. The VS8230,

VS8231 and VS8232 are all high

performance pistol grip borescopes, with

85mm colour TFT screens and waterproof

probe pods with an IP67 rating. They

feature video record/playback, still images

and stream live video via the AV out

connection and are stored on a 4GB micro

SD card (supplied) allowing up to 4.5 hours

of video and 10,000 images, which can be

transferred to a PC via the USB connection.  

The promotion is available from
Sealey stockists. For further details, or
to view Sealey’s complete range visit
www.sealey.co.uk.

Sealey’s Vehicle
Service Promotion
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